Can the individual calibration be modified when laser fluorescence method is used for caries detection?
Individual calibration (IC) for caries detection methods based on fluorescence is time-consuming, especially for paediatric dentists, if the calibration has to be performed tooth-by-tooth. However, it is not clear how this calibration actually interfere in laser fluorescence (LF) readings. This in vivo study was to verify the influence of different modes of IC on laser fluorescence (LF) readings. Ninety six occlusal and 95 buccal surfaces of 1st permanent molars were examined using LF device after IC performed on control (no IC), the examined teeth, a permanent incisor, a 1st primary molar or a 2nd primary molar. All modes of IC were performed in the same child. Wilcoxon test and Bland-Altman analysis were used to compare the readings. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were calculated. Laser fluorescence readings without prior calibration were higher than readings performed after any mode of IC and resulted in different values of ICC. After other IC modes, the LF readings were statistically similar. The absence of IC influences LF readings and LF reproducibility, but different IC methods can be considered in clinical practice.